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By BOB BONTHIUS
The College of Wooster has of-
ficially cancelled all classes for
Wednesday, October 15 in order to
support the national Vietnam
Moratorium. The stated purpose of
the Moratorium is to register anti-
war on a national scale, and thus to
maintain public pressure on the
Nixon administration to withdraw
from Vietnam.
With classes cancelled, the stu-
dents and faculty will be free to
spread the antiwar movement off
the Wooster campus and into the
community. The Social Action Com-
mittee has so far been the only group
on campus of offer any plan for the
day; thus SAC has been working
diligently to bring you these acti-
vities. As we see it the 15th will be
divided up into roughly three time
periods. Between about 10:00 a. m.
and 12 noon we will offer a series of
speakers on various anti-w- ar related
subjects. From noon until about 4:30
p. m. we invite students and faculty
to help us leaflet the Wooster area,
ElIMHATION, TO WHICH
THE IGNOBLE MIND IS
SLAVE.
VOLUMB LXXXVI
Seniors Free Of Chapel Requirement
While Underclassmen Are Yet To Act
Last week brought the announce-- Proposed methods for this "re-me- nt
that the present senior class quest" run the usual gamut from
would have no chapel requirement strike to forming
.
a committee,
.
but
r ai mi x!to iumii inis year, ine acuon came' the sense of urgency is prompted by
about as a result of objections raised
by seniors over inequitable pro-
visions in the new attendance rule,
which would have this year's class
attending more chapels than any
class before or since, and making it
in effect a graduation requirement.
SGA President Mark Thomas
the fact that the suspension of senior
requirements is for this year's class
alone. The present juniors face half
their remaining time under the
requirement, sophs two-thir-ds and
freshmen the full three-fourth- s.
What is being proposed is the
voluntary attendance system re
raised the point at last Thursday's flected in last year's student petition
class meeting in the Pit before a and endorsed by the VOICE. This
large number of seniors, and again entails no requirements whatsoever
in conference with President placed on the student body, just as
Drushal that evening ; Few were none have been on the faculty, with
heard to grumble at the accounce-- efforts made to secure better chapel
ment, but few at the meeting had programs in reduced number, there-soug- ht
such a limited redress of by attracting higher voluntary at-grievanc- es.
Opposition had centered tendance,
immediately on the replacement of
fine penalties by one sounding omin-- At present there is only an under- -
ously like suspension, and generally current of feeling among students
on the place of a required chapel who disagree with the Revised At--
svstem in Wooster's curriculum tendance Statement's assertion that,
Consequently, many students (even "participation in this program is an
seniors) remain disenchanted with
the new twelve-times-a-quart- er rule,
and see this year as the time to ask
for further reduction of require-
ments like none at all.
V
STUDENTS
integral part of the student s
educational experience at Wooster. .
." (signed by Dean Cropp and David
C. Twining), but the undercurrent
runs surprisingly deep.
immw. Ami
GATHER IN the LC pit for a special meeting of
seniors concerned about the Chapel requirement. Several hours after
the meeting was held, President Drushal announced that seniors
would be exempt from the requirement.
,
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Homecoming 69:
Smile-A- n Alumnus
May Be Watching
This weekend will mark the 51st
annual Wooster Homecoming. Most
noted events of today will be Lowry
Center Dedication, the parade and
bonfire, while Alumni-Faculty-Stude- nt
discussions are planned for to-
morrow.
Lowry Center will be formally
dedicated at 4 o'clock this afternoon
in the Ballroom, with an address by
Dr. John W. Dodds, a distinguished
scholar in English Literature, for-
mer Dean of Humanities at Stanford
University, and Howard Lowry's
grad school roommate. In addition,
a portrait of Dr. Lowry painted by
David Philip Wilson will be pre-
sented by the creator. Mr. Wilson
was recently commissioned to paint
the three moon astronauts.
Giles Hopkins, chairman of the
LCB, will also speak, as President J.
Garber Drushal presides.
At 6:30 this evening, the parade
will coagulate behind Holden Hall,
then meander through the town and
campus, with a grand climax at
Severance Stadium. The parade
features a $100 competition of floats
constructed and carried by various
sections, dorms and clubs. First
prize will be announced Saturday at
the football game.
Also in the parade will be the six
semi-finalis- ts in the Queen election,
riding in cars donated by Jim Grif-
fith Inc., Ron Slivka Inc., and Fred
Schmidt Inc. The parade will be im-
mediately followed by the bonfire,
where tickets will be distributed
randomly for free food and games at
the Open Union from 9 p. m. to 12
midnight, with Brother Love on the
LC Terrace pouring sensuous music
into the night.
On Saturday, students, alumni
and faculty are encouraged to par-
ticipate in an excellent opportunity
for increased mutual understand-
ing, with discussion groups meeting
from 11:30 a. m. to 1 p. m. in Lowry
dining room, and in the afternoon in
(Continued On Page 8)
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precinct by' precinct. Finally be-
tween about 7:00 p. m. and 10:30 p.
m. we will have another group of
speakers and a special film program
on related topics.
At this writing there seems to be a
good possibility that a faculty panel
discussion will be held at sometime
during the noon to 4:30 p. m. period.
It has also been stated by David
Twining, Chairman of the Convoca-
tion and Campus Life Series (a
euphemistic way of saying the
Chapel Committee), that Chapel
credit will be given for the proposed
faculty panel discussion. But we of
SAC will not accept Chapel credit for
any of the Moratorium activities; we
wish only interested and enthusias-
tic participants, not a captive
audience. This raises the whole issue
of the antiquated Chapel syndrome
at Wooster, and I shall pass it over
for now. Suffice it to say: if CCLC in-
sists on making any part of the
Moratorium worth Chapel credit, we
shall not support that part and we
shall offer noncredit alternatives.
IS EMMULATION IN THE
LEARNED AND THE BRAVE.
- ALEX. POPE
je '. m mm . . .
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THE FACES OF Homecoming are (clockwise from the top) Lee
Eberhart, DeeDee Bridges, Sally Neely, Nancy Rutledge, Cathy
Jones and Nancy Engstrom, one of whom will be elected queen.
HOMECOMING
Schedule of events:
Friday, October 10
4 : 00 p. m. Lowry Center Dedication, L. C. Ballroom
5:00 p.m. Student steak fry, L.C. Terrace
6:30 p. m. Homecoming parade
8:30 p.m. Bonfire-pe- p rally at rear of stadium
8:15 p. m. Homecoming play: "The Lady's Not for Burning," Scott
Auditorium Taylor
7 and 9 p. m. Film : "Harper," Mateer Auditorium
9-- 12 p. m. Open Union
9-- 12 p. m. Informal dance, L. C. Terrace
Saturday, October 11
9 a. m. to 1 p. m. Alumni registration, L. C. Front Lobby
10:00 a. m. Women's Field Hockey vs. Heidelberg
10:30 a. m. Distinguished Alumni Awards Assembly, L. C. Ballroom
11:00 a. m. Soccer, Wooster vs. Oberlin
11:30 a. m. to 1:00 p. m. Student-Alum- ni lunch discussion groups, L.
C. Dining Room
1:30 p. m. Parade of Years, Severance Stadium
2:00 p. m. Football: Wooster vs. Ohio Wesleyan
2:00 p. m. Cross Country: Wooster vs. Baldwin-Wallac- e and Central
State ,
4:30 p. m. Alumni Reception and Scot Band Serenade, L. C. Terrace
4:30 p. m. - Student-Alum- ni Free-For-Al- l, L.C. Pit
8:30-9:0- 0 p.m. Open "mic" and student entertainment, L.C. Pit
8:15 p. m. Homecoming Play: "The Lady's Not for Burning," Scott
Aduitorium Taylor
9:00 p. m. to 1:00 a. m. Homecoming Queen's semi-forma- l, L. C.
Pace Two
EDITORIAL
WATCHWORD
When President Drushal spoke with a small group
of students at Hart House Tuesday night he asked for
ideas on the philosophy and goals of the College. The
students voiced opinions but were curious to he.ar his
own views.
The President spoke proudly of the new curriculm,
that seems to be working well in its first few weeks,
and of the opportunities for experimentation that sur-
round it. The students jumped at the chance to bring
up experimentation in housing possibilities and Mr.
Drushal responded openly, although without specifics,
giving the impression that a program for change that
is responsibly presented will probably be tried.
The curriculum was the factor of lieniency, as its
philosophy emphasizes what Drushal called the self-direct- ed
student. It is the inconsistencies in this phil-
osophy, such as the present Chapel program which
seems even further from the curriculum's goals now
that seniors are exempt, that can be worked on with
most success.
The President plans to be on campus nearly all of
this quarter while he is trying to concentrate at the
moment on the students rather than on fund raising.
It does not seem that he will be pushing any particu-
lar programs of his own, but rather making it possible
for ideas suggested to him to be implemented. It is
fortunate right now for students who want change,
that we are provided the opportunity and encouraged
to take steps. R.M.
MORATORIUM
It is a commendable thing that the faculty voted
near-unanimo- us support for the Vietnam Moratorium
planned this week. And it is a stand that will bring
students and faculty closer together on a campus
where those relations are already good.
But the more significant stand will be that taken for
the Nov. 15 and 16 continuation of the Moratorium.
Nov. 15 will be the committment separating those
dedicated to peace, from the good intenders. For the
October Moratorium may be justified by some merely
as a day to examine the issues and both sides of the
Make LoveMake War arguement. The decision to
be made in November, however, to suspend two days
of classes to encourage students to attend the Wash-
ington Peace March, will be more than a gesture of
broadmindedness. It can be a declaration that this
college is dedicated to peace That any church related
school could find itself not taking such a stand would
be surprising. R.M.
- MORATORIUM SCHEDULE -
The schedule as it stands, and it is indeed subject to change, is as
follows:
10:30 12 Speakers:
Dr. Nels F. S. Ferre, Ferris Professor Philosophy
Dr. Daniel F. Calhoun, Professor of History
David Clark, ex-G- I
12 noon-4:3- 0 p. m. CANVASING:
SAC will provide all interested students with materials and directions
to cover the Wooster area with informative materials
7:00 p. m.-10:- 30 p. m. Speakers:
Dr. Raymond Swartzback, Pastor of Westminister
Presbyterian Church
Dr. Robert H. Bonthius, past chairman
of Cleveland Area Peace Action Council
Film: "Time of the Locust"
Stayed tuned for scheduling changes and additions.
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STUDENTS MET WITH President Drushal Tuesday night in Hart House for an informal conversation.
Drushal Raps With Students About A Drand
Hew Philosophy For The Same Old Dilemmas
By NORM MACKA Y
"We are not revising it . . . we're
throwing it out," was President
Drushal's answer to a question
about Wooster 's outdated Adventure
in Education, published in June of
1948. In a meeting with a group of
students at Hart House last Tuesday
evening, Dr. Drushal presented five
questions which he called funda-
mental and of important considera-
tion at this juncture of the College's
history. They are: 1) To what extent
is the College to be a church-relate- d
school? 2) To what degree will this
College be a liberal arts college? 3)
Do we continue as a degree-grantin- g
institution? 4) To what extent do we
want to become a prep school for
graduate school? and 5) To what ex-
tent will this College be a liberal arts
college?
The question which occupied most
of the evening was devoted to the
College's present relation to the
church, which reflected a recent
statement by the President on "The
College and the Church" in the --
Alumni Magazine. The article dis-
cusses some of the latest decisions
taken by the Ohio Synod of the Pres-
byterian Church regarding its rela-
tionship to Wooster.
Since 1882, the College of Wooster
has been owned and controlled by
the synod of Ohio. Several provi-
sions, which were in effect until re-
cent years, required that 75 per cent
of the members of the Board of
Trustees (elected by the Synod) be
members of the Presbyterian
Church; that five of these trustees
be "resident freeholders" of Wayne
County, Ohio, and that all of the fac-
ulty members belong to "an Evan-
gelical Protestant Church." This
would have excluded, added Mr.
Drushal, Unitarians as they would
not have been considered "evangeli-
cal."
In 1961, the Presbyterian
Church began re-examin- ing its role
in the life of its colleges and opted to
continue, in Prof. Castell's words, a
"college-relate- d denomination."
This decision resulted in opening
Wooster's doors to prospective fac-
ulty members who were not affili-
ated with an Evangelical Protestant
Church, and gave the Board of Trus-
tees a greater voice in determining
the College's religious stance. The
church today, maintains Drushal, is
skeptical as to whether its mission
can be said to be effective on the
College campus. Despite the
church's present quagmire about its
own mission on the campus, the Col-
lege of Wooster believes the church
remains "the main channel of the
gospel" and as such, a church which
wishes to be college-relate- d has the
advantage of having within its fam-
ily those campuses where these con-
cerns can help articulate the goals
of the church and provide leadership
for it.
This view is reinforced by the
1 U
Board of Trustees, who, in a centen-
nial statement, said: "We are a
Christian college ... We receive all
religions and creeds into our educa-
tional fellowship, but our education-
al experience has been, is now, and
shall be rooted in the deep convic-
tion of Protestant Christianity."
Although the College requires a
course in religion for graduation,
the new curriculum is consistent
with Mr. Drushal's understanding of
a liberal arts education. He hopes
that the new curriculum will provide
a greater latitude, for individual
academic and social expression and
development, permitting the stu-
dent to achieve those goals he sets
for himself unhampered by super-
fluous restrictions.
The education of a student under
such a philosophy, suggests Mr.
Drushal, will require continuing re-evalua- tion
of the College's role as an
institution of education by the Col-
lege body, whose ability to make its
own decisions is considerably
strengthened by the recent loosen-
ing of the church's control.
Should Wooster, for example,
letters To
To the editor:
I dread going to work. You see, I
work at the college hangout, Mom's.
No, it's not because I dislike the job
of cooking and serving food and
drinks to the students. You know, of
all people, they're the best to wait on
because there is always a smile on
their faces, or a joke to listen to;
they're usually congenial people
who are just plain great to work for.
It's too bad college kids aren't seen
from behind a counter service as I
see them. No, to anyone else, they
are all skid-ro- w bums. Ignorant, sel-
fish, gross, crass, slovenly, uncouth,
pompous, self-inflat- ed bums. Some-
times, even I wonder whether they
were brought up in a barn or by the
rats in the local junk yard. I am
grossed out more by the crap I have
to clean up than a Japanese stag
movie;
Burning a table top is fine, that, at
least, is sanitary. That is, until the
bits of hamburger and french fries
and ketchup get mashed into the
hole. (To fill it up, I presume.) Then
it isn't so sanitary because of the
maggots and someone's spit and
flem (uncontrolable smoker's hack
that missed the floor, I guess) that
someone else contributed to the
mess.
I'm also sick of the half-eate-n ice
cream cones that people throw un-
der the tables. Dried-u-p ice cream
slime is alright by itself, I guess, at
least it has a veneer that someone
thought would be helpful. We don't
need a wax job, however. But, when
ice cream slime and apple sauce,
and chicken bones are churned up
under the table, it isn't too great to
adopt the policy of Goddard College
in New Hampshire and become a
non-degree-grant- ing institution?
was another major question posed
by the President. Should college
board scores be a factor for admis-
sion? Should there be any limits
placed on a particular academic
agenda chosen by the individual stu-
dent? Goddard College answers
these questions in the negative. In
other words, what does a college de-
gree mean? Does it represent four
years of intellectual and moral
achievement? Or does it mean four
years of sheer will-pow- er and en-
durance?
Implicit in this question of a col-
lege degree are President Drushal's
fourth and fifth points, namely, the
degree to which the College is pre-
pared to become a preparatory
school for graduate school, and the
degree to which it is preparing stu-
dents for pre-professio- nal schools.
The College seeks to resolve some of
these questions in order to deter-
mine the course it will want to take
and offer to incoming students.
The editor
look at, or to smell; I wouldn't even
want to step in it! Oh, the myriads of
coke cups, plates, sticky soda-spil- l,
cigarette holes in the vinyl uphol-
stery, the remnants of what were
forks and spoons, now plastic bits
left for someone else to pick up and
dispose of.
Sometimes, someone will make an
effort to reach the basket with his
trash. A regular Bob Cousey. Six
coke cups on the floor and one in the
basket. Thanks ... At least it's clo-
ser. I only have to bend over six
times and pick them up again. But,
at least it's closer.
I used to think that on a co-e-d cam-
pus women would allow their influ-
ence to prevail towards cleanliness.
My God, how I was wrong. Have you
ever watched a typically neurotic
Woo lovely attack a styrofoam cup,
pick it to pieces, then scatter them
all over the floor? Look ladies, if you
want to throw stuff, try three coins
in a fountain, you might get your
wish.
Sincerely,
Steve Griffin
FACULTY PROGRAM
The Faculty Fireside Program,
sponsored by the Lowry Center
Social Committee, provides an in-
formal and unstructured way for
students to become better ac-
quainted with the members of the
faculty and administration. Dates
have now been set for the first quar-
ter firesides and the student sign-u- p
lists are posted in Lowry Center.
. Friday, October 10, 1969
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LIGHTFOOT AFTER CONCERT.
a very good writer, a good singer of
the right type song, and one of the
worst performers outside of the
Buck Owens country-wester- n scene.
The only bad song he sang was an
almost pathetically trite lyric of pro-
test which digressed in so many dif-
ferent directions that it became a
series of disjointed, one-lin- e preju-
dices poorly worded and with no
point. He called it "Waiting for
Doomsday to Come," and the only
thing that saved it was Lightfoot's
pleasant voice. This same pleasant
he did were of his composition) can
write more than he can successfully
sing. Lightfoot just can't sing good
blues or hard sweet songs, and in
fact isn't all that good on most soft
and tender songs, which he writes
superbly. What he does sing well is
folk ballads, the clearest example of
which is "The Yarmouth Castle'
This was his best song all evening,
although he hit "If I could," "For
Lovin' Me" and "Did She Mention
My Name" very well, too. "Softly,"
a pretty song if done by the right
Fly today!
t... through
MR I ifl raveling Dy air saves time . . .
. . . so does picking up yourj
tickets at your local AAA club
AT NO EXTRA COST TO
YOU. I
Phone 264-989-9 I
SWOOSTER AUTO CLUB?
o
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AUDIENCE REACTIONS VARY during the Gordon Lightfoot concert.
Wooster - Lightfoot Encounter Has Varied Reactions
BY JOHN TAYLOR voice, didn't come across as it which follow an embarrassing si-sho- uld
have. lence while everyone wonders what
If you went to see and hear Gordon While his voice was as good as really happened. His attempt to cov-Lightfo- ot
last Saturday, what you ever and made all his numbers lis- - er up some weak one-line- rs was at
saw was a bomb. What you heard tenable if not great, between songs least as weak as those flops he was
was some good straight folk singing. was the worst show I've seen a pro- - trying to escape.
What this means is that Lightfoot is fessional put on. He never did escape all night, but
mere nave Deen better perform- - he kept trying, with the same results
ers at Zeitgeist. His mugging, snick- - a man trapped in quicksand gets for
ering and tee-heei- ng were as taste- - struggling. The best part of seeing
less, worthless and banal as any-- Lightfoot live was hearing the aud-
iting that has ever been seen on Ted ence clap on the wrong beat of a
MacK. his single attempt at being
political (something about Johnson
current if nothing else) was so
poor that it got one of those laughs
clap-on-every-other-b- eat song. At
least the crowd enjoyed him, which
is the only measure of a concert's
success. And he is a good writer.
Chicago Eight Conspiracy Trial
Continues; Riot Laws Are Tested
-- SteelTan Bluish Homues" Jhe C0Pcy trials of the spiracy is breathing together," Ab- -Steel Rail Blues 24 Hour Blues Eight time in Daley- - bie Hoffman says. The conspiracy
and Boss Man that tbs prolific town. And although trialJudgeHoff- - trial is, as Dellinger sees it,
sons writer ( all but one of the snnps i i j j Ti , . '
u a a t u .7. uiduiiasaueauymaueenougniegai iNixon s rail program to serveblunders to warrant a successful ap-- notice to the youth that it is not safe
peal, the Eight are involved in test- - for them to express themselves"
ing a very important legal question: it is his warning to black people, to
the constitutionality of the anti-ri- ot
section (title 18) of the 1968 Civil
Rights Act.
The eight men have been charged
with a "crime" traveling in inter-
state commerce. . .with the intent to
incite, promote, encourage, par-
ticipate in and carry on a riot
which could result in up to ten years
imprisonment and fines of up to
$20,000. The charge was and still is
students, to the antiwar movement.
Conspiracy publicity says, "If the
government intends to use con-
spiracy charges as a new instrument
of legalized oppression, we must
turn such charges into a rallying cry
for liberation. A conspiracy is
needed against the injustices that
brought the movement to the
Democratic Convention in the first
Alumni Meet With Students
For Talk And Shared Ideas
The Student-Alum- ni discussion was allotted one hour for this Saturday
despite suggestions made after a similar discussion last April. Howard
Strauch, Director of Development, urged last April that "perhaps a week
end, and more student and faculty representatives" would improve this
"spiritual homecoming." The April discussion had been a day long effort
to establish communication and understanding between the alumni and
the present College of Wooster community. Many felt that further experi-
mentation of this kind would prove valuable Student attendance and
participation could determine the direction and accomplishments of
Student-Alum- ni discussions. Six, topics are suggested for this Saturday,
pertaining to trends and changes in Wooster and other liberal arts col-
leges. The discussion is planned for lunch in the Lowry Center small din-
ing rooms from 11:45 to 12:45. A Student-Alum- ni Free-For-A- ll follows at
4:30 p. m. in the Pit.
Also on Saturday, the tenth annual Distinguished Awards Assembly is
scheduled for 10:30 in the Lowry Center Ballroom . According to Alumni
Director Edward Arn, awards are presented for exceptional accomplish-
ment in leadership, the vocations and professions, and the Wooster com-
munity. Only 27 of the approximate 13,000 Wooster graduates have re-
ceived this award. Students and the public are invited to attend. At 4:30
p. m. in the Lowry Center! Ballroom the Alumni House welcomes students
to meet alumni and listen to a Scot Band Serenade at the Alumni
intended to be a nolitf cal weanon Place: the war in Vietnam, racism, and he's a Geritol freak
which, according to a sponsor of the
original bill, "would allow the FBI to
apprehend the Carmichaels who
leave the city before the riot they
incited takes place."
"Based on the premise that
America has no social problems,
only 'outside agitators,' the anti-rio- t
law turns on the proposition that the
government should punish radical
organizers for their thoughts, in-
tentions, and speech. The law can
put virtually any political opponent
behind bars. The Attorney General
has already suggested that it will be
the major tool in the government's
arsenal against the movement.
Lawyers claim that it lays the legal
foundation for the police state," The
Conspiracy charges.
The law doesn't even call for an
act to be committed, Defense At-
torney Weinglass says. "The
government is seeking to impose a
penalty for people having a state of
mind."
"We were defeated last year by
the cross town pigs. . .Our con--
Petey Willmms'
Leateei Qoom
Clothing
Accessories PVv 345-60- fl
KN. .
b 6 KRCGERS 7i;S$El
I - I -- irpr L 11 IIjk; l sogers
WORKERS STRIKE THE Beoll Ave. Kroger store as contract
renewal is held up by the company. Both the Teamsters and the
Meat Cutters Unions have agreed to honor the picket line while
negotations are still underway.
police brutality and frame-up- s, Students interested in architec-counter-insurgen- cy
programs at ture or simply in occasionally join-hom- e
and abroad, a capitalist ing an open class discussion are in-syst- em
which exalts private profit vited to attend Mr. Lewis' Architec-an- d
the perogatives of property over ture Today class, meeting Tuesdays
human dignity and community." at 2 p. m., first floor Scovill.
The chances for a fair trial seem hmmmmmmimmsmall, for, as Abbie Hoffman says, Students have been asked by the
"The judge is going around saying maintenance department to keep to
things like I'm his illegitimate son. . the paths when wlaking across cam--
.we're outer ent. 1 get stoned on pot pus as the grass is being torn up by
people late to class running
j Welcome students, faculty, alumni.
And you are welcome also to the Beefeaters' Rest- -
urant on US 30 just east of Wooster. Try us for a de-- I
luxe sandwich and an old fashioned milk shake or a
J full dinner at down to earth prices.
j We hope you enjoy our attractive dining room and
J speedy waitress service. 1
j We look forward to seeing you soon. Try Beefeater
1
-- it out whops the whopper.
j Celebrate the victory over Ohio Weslyan with din- -
j ner at the Beefeaters. j
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SUSIE HAMMOND, TOM Romich, and Bill Colvin in The Lady's
Not For Burning.
A Whimsical, Sensitive Drama
That Ought Not Have Been Tried
By LIZ ROBERTSON
Really, rather unfortunate. That,
to be perfectly frank, is my consid-
ered judgment of the most recent
campus attempt at theatre.
"The Lady's Not for Burning" by
Christopher Fry is a fine, funny
play, a whimsical flight into witch-
craft and sorcery, into an almost
Elizabethan past, a sensitive per-
ception into certain of human rela-
tions within the framework of" the
conventional comic happy ending.
The play itself is a poetic success.
The language s strong, eminently
suited to character, and makes not a
little use of rhetoric device, the
time-honor- ed technique of the bard
himself. The play moves rapidly,
but smoothly. The possible artifi-
cialities of an assumed style have
been effectively avoided and the rise
and fall of emotion through langu-
age is smoothly and evenly accom-
plished. It is an exciting and enjoy-
able experience.
These are all in the nature of gen-
eral comments on the play itself.
Wooster's performance is entirely
another matter of consideration. To
judge it a complete failure would of
course be unfair and would reflect
rather on the pique and ill-natu- re of
the critic than on any deficiency in
the execution of the play. There was
clear evidence of hard work and
conscientious effort. The set was
more than satisfactory, being sim-
ple, yet sufficiently expressive of
the Elizabethanmood. The doors
were particularly successful, giving,
as they did, the impression of weight
and heaviness, and actually per-
forming in an appropriate manner,
not opening at will as theatre stage
doors are so often wont to do. Cer-
tain of the costumes had a richness
finely in tune with the character and
feeling of the play. Nicholas' rather
pompous purple and Humphrey's
flighty and taggled orange were
both eminently suited to their re-
spective characters. Each actor
certainly knew well his lines, the
character he was to play, and there
were bright moments.
"Bright moments," however, are
not enough. The performance was
unutterably dull, surely the most
heinous sin in theatre. The blocking
was stagey, the pacing was slow,
there was no sense of that repartee,
that poetry which is so necessary to
the successful enactment of this
particular play. On the whole, there
was no vitality, no excitement.
Thomas (Thomas Romich) deliv-
ered himself of many fine lines and
not infrequently, got a laugh. But
there was artificiality in his actions
and delivery. The contrasts of mood
the unconcerned gaiety about
death, and later, the newly awaken-
ed concern (albeit humorous) for
life simply didn't come across.
Lady Jourdemain (Susan Ham-
mond) was a rather bland character
altogether. Her best scene was per-
haps in fighting off the unwelcome
advances of Humphrey, a scene
which was characterized by the
typical Shakespeare bawdy.
Humphrey (Keith Griffin) and
Nicholas (Lou Castelli) displayed a
definite sense of character in their
respective parts and frequently
added sparkle to an otherwise dead
scene. Their merits were unfortu-
nately somewhat obscured by their
mother who was distractingly tire-
some. The voice of nagging discon-
tent degenerated too often into an
adolescent whine, a flat recital of
lines. There are two other charac-
ters in the play worthy of note. Jeff
Wylde as the chaplain played a
character part with some skill, and
the drunkard (Dave Holmes) was
really excellent. He was loose, na-
tural, flexible. He had a sense of the
movement of the play, and even
apart from the humor and bawdi-nes- s
of the part itself, he gave life
and drive to his scene.
These flashes of energy and
strength were not enough though to
carry the play to a triumphant fin-
ish. Perhaps the staginess, the ob-
viously theatrical gestures which
are particularly distasteful to me
are elements of many Wooster
plays, the brand of amateurism.
This peculiar brand of amateurism
could however be removed with
careful, concentrated direction.
There is no inevitable need to apolo-
gize for a student performance.
I have characterized Wooster's
last attempt at acting as an unfortu-
nate one. The play is difficult. The
rehearsal time was short. And there
was a certain obdurancy about the
cast (or perhaps the director?)
which, when taken beyond the plot
and bawdy humor to the subtler sen-
sitivities of characteristic mood and
feeling, succeeds in doing an injus-
tice to Mr. Fry and his play. It is in-
deed unfortunate, and most
s
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Girl's Clubs Revamping Hell I'M To Sustain Membership
During the summer the presi-
dents of the women's social clubs,
Kez, Peanuts, Eko, Sphinx, and Tek
met with the I. C. C. in order to de-
cide general policy for this year's
Hell Week. Consensus of opinion in-
dicated that Hell Week should be
made less of a hell and more of a
help week.
Rather than a period of irritation
stunts, Hell Week would become a
period of service and relevance to
the College. This idea was taken
back and discussed among the
members of each organization. The
way in which Hell Week would be
run was decided.
' Whether a total change in Hell
Week will take place is yet to be
seen, but an assumption can be
made. Hell Week can no longer be
the slave labor practices and
humiliating stunts of the past that
were designed to unite the members
of the club into a close bond. Enthus-
iasm for this tradition, like many
others, except for an occational
panty raid, is fading, being replaced
by a new set of values and other way
to attain unity.
While the social clubs are not at
their strongest, they still attract be-
tween 50 and 55 per cent of upper-classwome- n.
Active participation
involves only about one half of the
membership of each club. Independ-
ents feel that it is not necessary for
them to join a club to have a date
or to make friends, but members in-
sist that they do have more op-
portunities to meet new people and
make closer relationships than they
have in their daily classroom-dormitor- y
situation.
Some women dislike the label they
receive as a member of a certain
club. Admittance is a combination of
the candidate's preference and the
club's preferences that are related
to the candidate's interests. There-
fore, by the simple process of
selection, the club assumes a certain
image. However, each club feels
that it does contain a moderate
diversity of the college population.
The social clubs have as much im-
portance to many upperclasswomen
as "run-out- " did to many freshmen
women. It was fun, but what purpose
did it serve? If a woman is only look-
ing for a club that will form a protest
Sophomores and seniors
Convocation Severance
Gymnasium (old gym
Tuesday, October 14, 11:00
a.m. A chance to evaluate
Wooster its institutional
policies, facilities, ser-
vices, faculty, etc. Come,
take the Institutional
Self-Stud- y Survey. Bring a
soft lead pencil. Help the
College rate itself; use
this opportunity to sound-of- f;
receive Convocation
and Campus Life credit.
line at the local draft board or that
will spend Saturdays tutoring
children, trjen this is not for her tojoin. But if she is looking for friends
who will want to help her form a pro-
test line or tutor children, then the
social club may be the place for her
to find them.
Wooster is not an unusual case.
Fraternities and sororaties through-
out the nation are declining in mem-
bership. If club memberships con--
Men Still Get Hell
The Men's Affairs Board has met
several times in the past two weeks
to organize the new rushing and
pledging rules for 1969-7- 0. It was de-
cided that the first rush functions for
freshmen men will begin on October
14 and last until November 20.
Among the new rules that were
passed were: (1) No food or favors
will be given to freshmen at the first
rush function; (2) Pledging will take
place on the fourth Monday in the
second quarter; (3) The initiation
period will begin on April 3, 1970 and
(4) Any freshman desiring to be-
come an active member of a section
must obtain at least a 2.0 average
during the second quarter. All these
rules are awaiting ratification by the
Hell Week Committee, the Campus
Council, and the faculty.
tinue to decrease, they face two
alternatives, complete death or
a metamorphosis into organizations
that fulfill the students' needs.
STAND-B-Y
FARES INCREASE
As of October 1, 1969 student
stand-b- y fares on airlines will in-
crease to 60 per cent of full flight
fare; previously stand-b- y fares had
been priced at 50 per cent of full
fare.
PLANNING A PARTY?
Call Nadelins We
Have Everything
- FOOD
- DISHES
COLD DRINKS
- PAPER SUPPLYS, ETC.
Come To The Book Nook To Meet
The Rev. David A. Redding
Who Will Autograph His Doolts
O THE PARABLES HE TOLD
o PSALMS OF DAVID
O THE NEW IMMORALITY
O IF I COULD PRAY AGAIN
o THE COUCH AND THE ALTAR
SATURDAY, OCT. 11th 1-- 3 p.m.
AT TheMh Ml!x
Amster-Shoe- s
FALL FESTK
OF VALUES!
SAVE 2 TO 8 NOW
On All Your Campus Footwear Needs
FINEST FOOTWEAR VALUES. ANYWHERE
Friday, October 10, 1969
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WOOSTER SENIOR CHUCK Noth attempt to "head" shot on
zip goal in last Saturday's 3-- 1 loss to Akron. Other whiteshirted
Scots helping, out are co-capta- in Bob Dow (facing camera) and Grant
Underhill (number partially obscured).
VOICE Sports Photo (Dave Wolff)
Booters Lose Sixth Straight To Zips
By Dave
The old cliche of "make or break"
could not be more pertinent than it is
tomorrow for the Scot soccer team.
The booters face Oberlin at 1 p.m. in
a game that could determine
whether or not Wooster retains its
title in '69 as the Ohio Conference's
foremost soccer team.
Oberlin has always been a nemes-
is for Coach Bob Nye's charges. The
Yeomen have beaten the Scots to a 2-1--2
record in five years. Wooster is
more than eager to even the ledger
as this game is a must to save face
this year.
Thus far the season has been all
but fruitful. Wooster had tied West
Virginia and lost to Grove City be-
fore losing to Akron 3--1 last weekend
in a hard fought battle. This week
the Scots were to have faced their
first Ohio Conference foe, Kenyon,
on Wednesday at Gambler. The
Lords had not been scored upon in
three outings against Denison, Hir-
am and Heidelberg.
On the other hand, the Yoemen of
Oberlin 1 go into tomorrow's clash
with two wins against OAC fores
Hiram and Wittenberg under their
belts. Kent State was to have visited
Oberlin on Tuesday. The Yeomen
have star center forward Farzad
Moazed back along with center full-
back Steve Miller. Their style of
play, quite similar to the Scots, has
made the Wooster-Oberli- n clash an
exciting one each year. In '68 the
Scots came from a 1-- 0 fourth quarter
deficit to win for the first time, 2--1.
To call last Saturday's game with
Akron a battle would be an under-
statement. The skillful soccer style
was first rate but so were the fights
as the Zips staved off a late Wooster
rally to win. Upwards of 600 fans saw
the contest, billed as the biggest
show in Ohio soccer. A new electric
scoreboard, explanatory pamphlets
and a beautiful day highlighted the
festivities.
But the main attraction was the
rough and sometimes dirty play of
the predominately foreign Akron
team that aroused the fighting in-
stinct in the Fighting Scots. "Our
style of play is sharpened by the
many foreign players we have who
play an aggressive type game," was
the explanation offered by Akron
Mil i 4
Berkey
Coach Stu Parry after the game,"And
when you're in a position like we
are, everyone lays for you," Parry
added. His Zips are tops in Ohio and
ranked high nationally.
With this and the importance of
the game in mind the Scots took the
field ready for action. They received
too much action too quickly as Akron
scored two quick goals. The first
came five minutes into the game as
a free kick in front of the Wooster
goal turned into a pass, then a high
shot into the goal for the Zips. Three
minutes later an Akron wing took a
long pass on a fast break and fired
the ball into the left corner of the
Scots' net.
Wooster had to then fight its way
out of the 2--0 corner and it did, liter-
ally. Several times Akron deliber-
ately handed the ball to breakup a
Scot drive or fouled freely. This
touched off several minor skirmishes
and one full scale two-tea- m battle.
Early in the second period a fast
break resulted in the third Akron
goal. The half seemed to end soon
afterwards as the pressure switched
sides freely. The teams retired to
their corners and the fans took a 10-min- ute
breather.
After a comparatively calm third
period, the Scots exploded for an
early goal in the fourth. It was a
masterpiece of footwork and timing
as Pierre Radju booted a corner kick
belt high to Bruce Hiller. The latter
raised his foot and arched the ball
into the upper left corner of the net.
The ball never touched the ground.
This display of offense set the
Scots off and running and awoke the
Zips to the uprising. But although
the Scots came close several times,
Akron prevailed.
This was the sixth time in as many
outings that the Zips have beaten
Wooster in soccer, but each time the
game has been a unique thriller.
Outstanding on defense for the Scots
was sophomore fullback Steve Ga-ge- n
who was named the team's
'Most Valuable Player 'by Coach
Nye.
But the offense has been the hang-
up for the Nyemen and tomorrow's
Homecoming clash with Oberlin
could mark a coming out or a
staying in as the Scots face their
judgment day.
HOME GROWN MUMS
In Shatter Proof Boxes
$1.00 -- $1.50 -- $2.00
Depending On Trim
GREEN THUMD - 264-40- 11
By TOM HILT
The Fighting Scot gridmen will
host perennially strong Ohio Wes-leya- n
tomorrow in Wooster's 51st
Homecoming football game. Game
time is 2:00 p. m.
The Scots are red hot after a hard-foug- ht
10--7 victory last Saturday
night over the Mt. Union Purple
Raiders. It was the Scots' first win of
the season after an initial 13-- 9 set-
back by Albion the previous week.
"We showed signs that we really
are a football team," commented
Scot Coach Jack Lengyel after the
contest. "I was very pleased with
our offense between the 10-ya- rd
lines.
Our defense and kickers knew
they had to shine and rose to the oc-
casion well. Coaches Bob Lafferty
and Roger Welsh deserve a lot of
credit for preparing our defense."
In the opening minutes of the
game, Mt. Union fumbled, and the
Scots recovered. After three unsuc-
cessful plays, the Scots were faced
with a fourth down situation. Fresh-
man Bob Macoritti, a left-foot- ed soc-
cer style kicker, came in and booted
a 38-ya- rd field goal to put the Scots
on top, 3--0.
That did not stop the Raiders,
though, as they put together a
sustained drive to the Wooster five-ya- rd
line. Their fleet sophomore
halfback, Nick Roberts, scampered
the remaining five yards for their
only touchdown of the game. Jim
Braucher added the PAT.
In the second quarter, the Scots
put together a drive down to the
Raiders' two-yar- d line. Senior Tom
Boardman, on a quarterback option
to the left, saw the light and plunged
Lassoes Cptore ModnDfoin)
aflraey CD Five SftragM
Paced by Jane Finley and Jane
Jacobs, the Wooster womens field
hockey team swept past five oppon-
ents last weekend to capture the
championship of the Jackson, Mich.,
Field Hockey Tournament at Valley
Farm Hockey Club.
Finley socred five goals and
Jacobs four as the Scotties bested 15
Scot Thinclads Place Sixth
Al GLCA Cinder Tourney
By Jim Nelson
The College of Wooster "Cinder-burner- s"
placed sixth in the Great
Lakes College Association cross
country meet last weekend, showing
considerable improvement.
Coach Hugh Ruffing and the Scots
participated in the meet Saturday
afternoon at Ohio Wesleyan. Nine
teams ran in the meet, including
Wooster arch rival Ohio Wesleyan,
which placed at the bottom of the
finishers. Oberlin edged DePauw for
the championship, 67-6- 9. The Scots
totaled 133 points. Others coming in
before Wooster were Wabash, Earl-ha- m,
and Denison. Last year in the
highly competitive meet, Wooster
placed two notches below its finish
this year.
Pacing the Black and Gold run-
ners was freshman Bob Brown who
gained a medal for a tenth place
finish. His time was 22:57, the win-
ner's clocking was 21:56. Finishing
the Wooster running list were Mik-kelse- n,
Stoehr, Day, Pugh, Borley,
and Lindberg.
The Scots ran on Wednesday at
Malone at Canton.
During Homecoming
Eat at Nadelins
the remaining two yards for the win-
ning touchdown. Kicking specialist
Dave Poetter automatically added
the extra point.
The second half turned into a de-
fensive battle with both squads stal-
ling the others offensive attacks.
The Wooster defense held through
one very strong passing drive and
two field goal attempts.
As was the score, so were the
statistics close. The Scots compiled
16 first downs to Mount's 14. The
Scots rushed for 237 yards and pass-
ed for 41 for 278 total offensive
yards. The Raiders rushed for 94
yards and passed for 121 yards for
215 total offensive yards.
Boardman was five for 10 in the
passing department, while his
rivals, Bill Ungar and Larry Kehres,
were nine for 18.
Fumbles were again a problem for
the Scots with three and one lost.
Mount fumbled and lost the ball only
once.
, Last Saturday night's game was
Mt. Union's Centennial game, and
the MVP awards were won by Woo-
ster's Ed Thompson and Mount's Ron
Folkwein. Scot Coach Jack Lengyel
was awarded the winning team
trophy.
Scouting the Bishops for tomor-
row's game, the Scots will be facing
one of their toughest opponents this
season. Weslyan is "big, strong, and
tough" in the words of assistant Scot
Coach Marion Zody. Its only real
problem starting this season was a
replacement for graduated quarter-
back Tom Cromwell. Cromwell was
voted the Ohio Conference. V 'Back
of the Year" last season.
The Bishops seem to have that
problem well solved with the reins
other schools for the title. Finley's
quintet of goals gives her nine for the
season in six games.
Wooster won the crown last Sun-
day morning when the Scotties
edged Eastern Michigan, 2--1, behind
goals by the two Janes.
Wooster Coach Ginny Hunt, who
feels that this may be the best field
hockey team ever, said, "The girls
were attacking constantly, and it
was totally a team effort which won
the results for Wooster."
The Scotties reached the finals
with four victories on Saturday. In
the two morning games Wooster
downed Illinois State, 2-- 1, as Jacobs
and Karen Duffy scored. Then the
Scotties narrowly beat Northern Illi-
nois, 3--2, on the strength of two goals
by Jacobs and a third by Finley.
In the afternoon, Wooster knocked
off two major schools. With Finley
scoring twice and Duffy once, the
Scotties defeated Michigan State, 3--
OTYM
Imported Pipes Hand Blended Tobacco's
Delicatessen
Paperback Books Magazines
Open 6:30 a.m. 12:30
200 S. Market St.
now in the hand of junior Tim Flos-
sie. They also have a good back-u- p
quarterback in Steve Chase. Run-
ning backs Rich Henley and Chris
Lambert are back and looking good.
Also impressive are tight end Jim
Clevenger and flankerback Tom Lil-le- r.
The Bishops generally run out of
Power I or Slot I formations. They
are quite effective right and left out
of a Slot I formation. Their passing
attack is adequate.
With a crushing 55--0 victory over
De Pauw in their first game, and a
strong 27-- 3 win over Heidelberg last
weekend, the Bishops will be a
rought test for the Scots.
Coach Lengyel said about tomor-
row's game, "We respect Wesleyan,
who incidentally is rated 37th in the
country in small colleges, but we do
not fear them. We will be ready."
Fifth, Sixth Open IM
Grid Year With Wins
The defending intramural football
champion Sigs and the Delts each
opened the 1969 season with victories
last week.
The Sigs, who captured the title in
'68 with a 10-- 2 record, won their 10th
straight game dating back to last
season by beating Third, 18-- 0.
Quarterback Eric Hummel scored
once himself and passed to Steve
Lynch and Jeff Kellogg for the other
two scores,
Fifth buried Second, 30--0, as five
Delts shared in the scoring. Rookie
quarterback Ric Wright fired, four
touchdown passes to Warren
Friedman, Al Westfall, Frank El-
liott and Bob Morehead and also
scored a TD in the rout.
2, and goalie Sally Neely recorded a
shutout in the scond game when
Wooster blanked Indiana, 3--0. The
goals in the Indiana game were
made by Duffy, Finley and Libbie
Marshall.
Wooster, which meets Heidelberg
tomorrow morning at 10 in the
Homecoming game, owns a 6--0 rec-
ord and has outscored its foes by a
combined score of 26-- 6.
New Gym Hours
Athletic Director Bob Bruce an-
nounced last Tuesday the addition of
weekend recreational hours in the
new gym and the extension of week-
day recreational hours in the old
gym.
The new Physical Education Cen-
ter will be open from 9 a. m. to 6 p.
m. on Saturday and from noon to 10
p. m. on Sunday. The old gym will be
open an extra hour Monday through
Thursday, or until 11 p. m. .
ajn. Sunday Till 10:00
Ph. 262-515- 1
I'.'.uc Six
Coffee House Circuit Stronger
As LC, Zeitgeist Try New Things
"It's got no canned music, no P.A. system, no bright lights, a lot of
drinks Mom's hasn't thought of yet. . .no money. . ." Chris Young was
praising Zeitgeist, Wooster's own coffeehouse-nigh- t spot. Down the back
stairs of the Church House, one finds there various home-grow- n en-
tertainments on Friday and Saturday nights, in an atmosphere lit by
candles and shadowed faces around the cable-spo- ol tables.
Already this year, Zeitgeist has tional Students and for food,
displayed considerable student
talent, old and new. . .and the
shadow of Gordon Lightfoot, who ar-
rived after his concert last Saturday
night to find Judy Day spellbinding
notably Judy Day, Jim Miraldi and
Lina Olsen. Many more will come
and do their things as the year pro-
gresses.
Young, who generally sneaks in a
couple of his own songs each night,
has scheduled Chris Bounds of the
Physics Department and Charlie
Patton for a heavy blues night to-
night, with Mark Brown and Kathy
Hunley tomorrow night. In the past,
Zeitgeist has been the scene of read-
ings and informal discussions and
debate on campus issues, and as a
sounding board for many of the ex-
periments of last year's Drama 399
group. There have also been count-
less intimate discussions over hot
cider or Leonard Specials; this
spontaneity is the cellar's greatest
asset.
Also operating on campus in the
rear basement of Lowry Center is
for small groups such as last Sun
day's rap session with the Interna- -
Meeting Called
During one of the discussions at
the Residence Staff Training Pro-
gram, a group of Residents (Jack
Starmer, John Crewson, Larry
Lindberg, Mim Pride, Bonnie Enke)
were disturbed about the College's
rationale behind the standard for
sexual conduct. Because of their dis
proximity to Mom's Truck Stop. Fu-
ture activities are as yet unplanned.
Whether in Lowry or among the
"Zeitghosts," the coffee house scene
has become a part of Wooster. Its
an overflow crowd and couldn't get success depends greatly on students
inside. The usual evening, however, and faculty willing to swap talents;
features one or two performers though there are often as many as
playing, singing or reading at 9 and seven guitars at Zeitgeist on an
11 o'clock. Only standbys Bob evening, that is by no means the only
Brashear, Linda Robertson and way to score. (A recently-discovere- d
Giles Hopkins have appeared, joined performer plays a dulcimer and
by a wealth of freshman talent, spoons) as the more original acts
are often the most popular.
But coffeehouses are charact-
eristically non-pro- fit organizations,
and Wooster's are no exception.
Zeitgeist now harbors old church
pews taken from Westminister
House "before the flood," but they
are falling apart, Young laments.
"We'll fix them. . .as soon as we can
afford a hammer." All drinks go for
a quarter or less, doughnuts 10 cents
or bring your own.
Campus Democrats Polling Draft
Encourage New Student Activism
By Tom Fitt
the L. C. Coffeehouse, now under the that about 18 percent of the students
direction on om Aten. Lacing some-a- t the College of Wooster are
what the early-depressi- on style of its "political activists." Whether the
predecessor, the newer locale oper-- term activist means getting out of
ates as a supplement to Zeitgeist: bed on election day or serving as
Aten stresses that the two never punching bags for Chicago police-compe-te
for audiences. There are men was not clarified. But one thine
facilities for coffee, gathering space is sure, the Ohio College Democratic
VOICE
A
should be available to all students.
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A COMMUNION WAS held on the library lawn Monday night for people who wanted to get together.
Voice of Sports
By PAUL MEYER
VOICE Sports Editor
The third phase of this program For the past four weeks, it has
is the public address announcer each
Friday night because he loves kids
and knows most of them.
It is a prayer in the locker room
Steve Oesch, in a survey published will be an organized student letter been our privilege to cover a Fridav after winnine a touch eame and feel- -
in the Voice of May 16, 1969, stated writing campaign aimed at the night high school football game in ing that "God was sure on our side
members of Congress advocating this area. tonight;" it is being so happy over
draft reform hearings. Since the And when we say, "privilege," that victory, even though you didn't
President has already made a state- - that's exactly what we mean. play and your uniform looks differ- -
ment that there will be draft hear- - The high school football in Wayne ent than everyone else's because it's
ings, the third part of this adventure County and this is probably true of clean, that you cry anyway,
has lost a little of its punch, but high school football everywhere is It is a laughing, roaring coach who
members of the OCDF are counting sometimes amusing, usually excit- - has just witnessed "my greatest
on enthusiastic support from those ing, and always interesting. coaching victory" for the sixth
Federation is going to
.
be active in
rpeople who have locked themselves1.1 A. .11the next couple months.
Next Monday, October 13, stu-
dents will find a questionaire in their
mailboxes which will be the first
step in a nationwide attempt to re-
vise the draft laws. This draft re-
form poll will include eight questions
such as: "Would you favor a one-ye- ar
period of draft vulnerability
where the youngest would be the
first called at age 19 along with col
in their room and read Plato since
the beginning of the quarter.
Other activities of the OCDF this
year will include dus trips to
satisfaction, the group met to con- - leSe graduates?" "Would you favor College Democratic Federation.
sider possibilities for change. As a
result of their meeting, they realized
that not only the standard for sexual
conduct, but the entire rationale for
the standards in the Scot's Key
needed re-evaluati- on.
The group has organized a meet-
ing with the entire students' Resi-
dents Staff and interested Council
members because of their intense
universal service wnere everyone
would be expected to serve bis coun-
try in the Military or other capaci-
ties such as VISTA or the Peace
Corps?" "Would you prefer to get
away from the draft entirely and de-
pend on all-volunt-eer professional
army?"
Girls will be polled, also. If you
want to keep your pinmate out of the
involvement with the College stand- - rice paddies, you're urged to join the
ards. They are hopeful that this guys in this survey,
meeting will result in an entire re-- After the polls have been corn-evaluati- on
of the social standard of pleted throughout Ohio, the OCDF
the College. will adopt a position statement
Concerned people should contact based on their findings. By the first
one of the group. week of November, the statement
FOOT PAIS
Waii-Street- er
FINE SHOES FOR MEN SINCE 1912
TwlrSHie
Public Square
DOWNTOWN WOOSTER
Store
FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
It is not too early to
make plans for your
Thanksgiving vacation.
Call:
264-650- 5
It is the fourth-strin- g sophomore straight game; it is a quiet, somber
guard who is barely able to fill out coach who can merely fumble with
his third-han-d uniform, but is proud the statistics after having witnessed
just to be a part of a team; it is that his team fumble away the game,
boy's father running the clock in the It is the sweet fragrance of the
Cleveland every week-en- d and elec-- vcess box and waiting until the last Homecoming Queen's perfume as
tion day to help reelect Carl Stokes, minute ot tne game to see his boy get she is escorted to her throne by the
In the Wooster area, students will m for one Plav and being proud of two hulks that are co-captai- ns; it is
canvass in support of Issue 1 mat by despite his size or inability, the musty, dank odor when the uni--
( lowering of the voting age). It Is the training meal eaten before forms are packed after a game.
Naturally, next week's Moratorium a road trip at the town's single res-- It is the bloody nose which makes
will have the full support of the Ohio taurant; or, it is Mom's "training you want to quit after a loss when
During Homecoming
Eat at Nadelins
Welcome Back
meai, eaien at nome, wnicn con-- you ngure it's not worth all this; it is
sists of a couple of hamburgers and the same bloody nose that isn't even
french fries. noticed following a victory when
It is sweating, running, and beat- - anything is worth all this,
ing your brains out during two weeks It is the second "starting team"
of hot summer practice just to be that sits in the stands as proud par-
able to decide you don't like it and ents second-guessin- g every move by
would rather spot for the public ad-- the coach; it is those parents de-dre- ss
announcer at the games; it is manding the resignation of that
sweating, running, and beating your coach' after a victory-les- s season,
brains out during two weeks of hot It is, all too often, death as in the
summer practice and making All- - recent case at West Holmes when a
League at quarterback.
It is the boy in the press box who
lives just to be able to announce the
band's routine at halftime and who
is probably just as keyed-u- p as the
football players; it is the lawyer who
graduated from Wooster in 1949 who
heavy set boy was sent to run laps
for jumping off side in a scrimmage
at practice, collapsed due to heat
prostration and never regained con-
sciousness; it is, for many players,
their "life" for four years.
It is too soon gone.
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More On Moratorium
By Bob Bonthius, Chairman, SAC
On October 2, the Social Action
Committee presented to the faculty,
at their first regular meeting, the
following:
A RECOMMENDATION FOR
AN OCT. 15 MORATORIUM AT
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
"Richard Nixon has had eight
months in which to pry us loose from
the trap in Vietnam and he has not
done it. He has promised withdraw-
als and ordered some, but over a
half million U. S. troops remain. He
has said that "the greatest honor
history can bestow is the title of
'peacemaker'," but he marches to
the drums of the generals in Saigon,
and on his Asian trip described Viet-
nam as America's 'finest hour.' The
only force that can assuredly move
him to get us out is public opinion,
fed up with the killing of 39,000
Americans and the wounding of a
quarter of a million more. It is the
mobilization of that political power
that now has highest priority, and it
is the college and university com-
munities that can help do it. They
mean to. 'Ending the war in Viet-
nam is the most important task fa-
cing the American people.' So begins
the call for an October 15 Morator-
ium signed by 500 student leaders,
student body presidents and college
editors at over 200 colleges, in which
they ask for a cessation of 'business
as usual' on the campuses that day."
"The Moratorium has the support
of the National Student Association,
and as of last week, plans were being
laid on 400 campuses for college con-
vocations to discuss the war and re-
lated issues. In most places the stu-
dents will also be messengers to ad-
jacent communities, moving into
shopping centers, bowling alleys,
factories and homes, endorsing U. S.
withdrawal."
(The above quotation was taken
from the September 20, 1969, issue of
"The New Republic" magazine.)
On September 24, 1969, the Social
action Committee (SAC) of the Col-
lege of Wooster voted to support the
October 15 Moratorium. SAC now
enlists the support of the student
body and faculty to request official
recognition of the Moratorium and
to ask an official "cessation of 'busi-
ness as usual' " at the College of
Wooster on October 15.
It should be noted that as of Sep-
tember 1, 1969, official statistics
from the Department of Defense list
American war deaths at 44,798.
During the week prior to the facul-
ty meeting, several dozen copies of
the SAC "Recommendation" in peti-
tion form were circulated about the
campus in order to gather mass stu-
dent support of the Moratorium. By
the time the faculty meeting con-
vened, 600 student signatures had
been gathered; and yet another sev-
eral hundred signatures were count- -
ed following the meeting. Thus it
was that upon the recommendation
ot the Campus Council, the Educa-
tional Policy Committee and a ma-
jority of the student body, the facul-
ty voted (with but a single dissenting
vote) to officially cease "business as
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usual" on the Wooster campus Octo-
ber 15.
The call for a National Morator-
ium on October 15 has been issued by
the Vietnam Moratorium Commit-
tee, a broad-base- d group initiated by
former McCarthy and Kennedy
forces. The Moratorium, a rather
moderate action in itself, has gained
wide national support in recent
weeks. On Wednesday, September
24, Congressman Allard K. Lowen-stei- n
(D-N.- Y.) announced his sup-
port of an immediate withdrawal
from Vietnam and his support of the
Moratorium. On Thursday, Septem-
ber 25, Senator Charles Goodell ( li-
ft.Y.) announced the introduction of
a bill (3000), "The Vietnam Disen-
gagement Act of 1969," that would
give the Nixon administration 12
months to withdraw all troops. On
Friday, September 26, Senator Fred
Harris (D-Okla- .), Democratic Party
Chairman, convened a meeting of
Democratic Senators and Congress-
men. The Saturday New York Times
reported:
"Out of the meeting came a deci-
sion by these Democrats to join with
the nation-wid- e student anti-w- ar
protest on October 15, and to press in
Congress for resolutions calling for
an end to the war and a withdrawal
of American troops ...
The resolution being drafted by
the Democratic critics are expected
to be along the lines of Senator Char-
les E. Goodell's resolution ...
It was apparent that the Goodell
resolution introduced yesterday by
.the New York Republican had taken
the lid off the Vietnam dissent that
had been building up on both sides of
the aisle in Congress . . ."
On Friday, September 26, at the
President's first news conference in
three (3) months, he was asked,
"What is your view, sir, concerning
the student Moratorium and other
campus demonstrations being plan-
ned for this fall against the Vietnam
war?" Nixon replied, "Now, I un-
derstand that there has been and
continues to be opposition to the war
in Vietnam on the campuses, and al-
so in the nation. As far as this kind of
activity is concerned, we expect it.
However, under no circumstances
will I be affected whatever by it."
Nixon's reply leaves a rather bit-
ter taste in the mouth. Does the Nix-
on administration listen to the voice
of the people? Does public opinion
matter in our democracy? Has the
administration analyzed the anti-
war movement accurately? On Sat-
urday, September 27, David Hawk, a
National Coordinator for the Viet-
nam Moratorium Committee, re-
leased this statement:
"A week ago the President an-
nounced the withdrawal of 35,000
men from Vietnam and a suspension
of the November and December
draft calls. We would like to report
today the results of conversations
we have had with students and fac-
ulty across the country during the
past week. Clearly, campus opposi-
tion to the war will not be "diffused"
as the White House reportedly had
hoped.
The administration seems to be
under the impression that students
are against this war simply because
they or their frineds are about to be
drafted. In fact, students oppose the
war because Americans and Vietna-
mese are dying needlessly and be-
cause the war is, in every respect, a
disaster for America.
Beyond this challenge to the integ-
rity of student opposition to the war,
the withdrawal announcement chal-
lenges our intelligence as well. Stu-
dents are expected to believe that
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National Fall Offensive Calendar
Oct. 8-- 11 SDS actions In Chicago around the theme "Bring the War Home."
Oct. 15 Vietnam Moratorium an effort led by students who were active in the Kennedy-McCart- hy
campaigns to "Stop business as usual" for one day to engage community
education against the Vietnam war. The Moratorium will be extended two days
in November if the war is not ended.
Oct. 25 New Mobilization Committee sponsored actions in Chicago in support of eight anti-
war leaders indicted for "Conspiracy" and calling for an end to the war in Vietnam
A guerilla theater march down State Street, a tribunal dealing with political
repression and a rock concert are planned.
Nov. 8-- 15 A week of locl activity around the war and U.S. imperialism, to build ongoing
local organizations and to help mobilize for November 15 in Washington and
San Francisco. The goal is to plan activity appealing to a wide variety of
constituencies and political styles. Initiated by Joe Hill Caucus of SDS.
Nov. 13-- 14 Possible dates for November Vietnam Moratorium.
Nov. 14 Student Strike called by Student Mobilization Committee.
Nov. 14-- 15 MEMORIAL DEATH MARCH in Washington, D.C.. A single file solemn
procession of Americans equivalent to the number killed in Vietnam walking
from Arlington National Cemetery past the White House to the Capitol .
Nov. 15 Mass march and Rally in Washington, D.C. and San Francisco.
Nov. 16 Continuing actions.
the announced withdrawal of 60,000
troops is a meaningful act, yet this is
precisely the number of troops
which President Johnson said could
be withdrawn without damaging our
war effort. How can we then believe
that it is a sincere effort to seek
peace? Students are expected to be-
lieve that the announcement of the
cancellation of the November and
December draft calls is a meaning-
ful attempt at reform, yet the total
draft call for this calendar year is
290,000 as compared to 296,000 dur-
ing 1968. If military manpower
needs have already been filled, how
can we believe that this is a signifi-
cant policy change and not simply
an attempt to quiet opposition to the
war?
It is clear from the response which
we have received following the
White House announcement that
students of America have not been
taken-i- n by these gestures. In fact,
the evident cynicism of President
Nixon's policies has helped to create
a new and growing constituency for
the anti-w- ar movement. It is the
constituency which knows that the
only way to stop useless deaths dur-
ing a period of prolonged withdrawal
is the immediate withdrawal of all
American forces from Vietnam.
This movement is building around
the nation-wid- e Vietnam Morator-
ium on October 15. The remarkably
increased response to the morator-
ium during the last week indicates
that this reaction to the Nixon ad-
ministration is even more wide-
spread than we had suspected. We
find ourselves in the remarkable sit-
uation where schools where we had
no organization or contacts call us to
order literature and buttons and tell
us of the interest and support for the
many activities they have planned
for October 15.
Unless the Nixon administration
makes a genuine commitment to
withdrawal of all American forces
unless he departs from the policies
that led the country down the road to
disaster, this fall will witness the
largest, most broad-base- d and sus-
tained movement for the immediate
withdrawal of all United States
forces from Vietnam that this coun-
try has ever seen a demonstration
of the public desire for peace that
President Nixon will not be able to
ignore."
Again in reply to Nixon's assertion
that public protest would have no ef-
fect upon administration policy,
Sam Brown, another Moratorium
Committee Coordinator, released
this statement on September 27:
"This is a deeply disturbing state-
ment, which was surely unintended.
President Nixon cannot mean that
he will not be affected by opposition
to the war, for only last week it was
commonly reported that he had
made gestures toward withdrawal
and draft reform in an attempt to
undercut anticipated opposition to
the war."
And The Washington Post (Sep- -
tember 28), in an article about the
anti-w- ar movement, stated:
"Though Mr. Nixon may try to ig-
nore the Moratorium, the adminis-
tration will doubtless take keen note
of the breadth and intensity of the
turnout, as will Hanoi and the Viet
Cong, who view American anti-w- ar
sentiment as one of their strong
suits. Mr. Nixon and his top advisors
are aware public opinion at home
can play a role in defining their po-
litical elbow-roo- m for scheduling
troop withdrawals and negotiating
in Paris."
So plans are being laid across the
country for local observance of the
Moratorium. Georgetown Univer-
sity's new president, Rev. Robert J.
Henle, will offer a special mass on
October 15 and will relay the student
body's anti-w- ar petition to Nixon.
President Robert F. Goheen of
Princeton University has personally
endorsed the Moratorium along with
Princeton faculty and students. Rut-
gers University President Mason
Gross has asked student activists to
set up special programs for the day
and has pledged his support.
The October 15 Moratorium is only
one of the anti-w- ar activities encom-
passed by the New Mobilization
Committee to End the War in Viet-
nam's "Fall Offensive." The New
Mobilization, or New Mobe, was or-
ganized last summer. On the July
4th weekend for American inde-
pendence, more than one thousand
delegates and observers represent-
ing some 300 national and regional
organizations met in Cleveland,
Ohio, to resolve their determination
to stop the war in Vietnam. That re-
solve called for the beginning of a
militant peace offensive in the fall
by the whole anti-w- ar movement in
this country. To carry forward the
work of the old National Mobiliza-
tion Committee to End the War in
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Vietnam in a time when the forces
against the war now constitute a
clear political majority, a new anit-w-ar
coalition was formed to affect
the inclusion of a wider social base
among GI's, high school students,
labor, clergy and third world com-
munities. The new anti-w- ar coalition
is aptly called the New Mobilization
Committee to End the War in Viet-
nam. New Mobe is headed by sue co-chairm- en:
Sid Lens, Doug Dowd, Sid
Peck, Stewart Meacham, Cora
Weiss and Dave Dellinger. The Viet-
nam Moratorium Committee then is
one committee of New Mobe; and the
Moratorium is one activity ot the
Fall Offensive. The New Mobe ad-
dress is: Suite 900, 1029 Vermont
Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C,
Tryouts
Tryouts for "Amahl and the Night
Visitors" and "Help, Help, the
Globolinks !" will be held on October
13, 14 and 15, from 4--6 p. m. and 7-- 10
p. m. Those wishing to try out should
be ready with a song of their own
choosing, and will be asked to read.
The two one-a- ct operas by Gion-Car-l- o
Menotti will be produced Decem-
ber 4,i5, and 6.
GIFFIN
Prescription Center
1725 CLEVELAND RD.
WOOSTER, OHIO
PHONE 262-894- 1
Free Prescription Delivery
.... . a !j iiWelcome 10 uur uommuniTy
We take pride and pleasure in
welcoming you to visit our shop.
You will find our sales people
friendly and courteous and eager to please.
Again A Warm Welcome
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Programs Rock, Soul
The College radio station,
WCWS, at 91.9 MC on the FM dial,
opens its regularly scheduled broad-
casting for the first quarter of the
year beginning Friday, October 10,
at 4 p. m.
The first regular broadcast day
will be continuous programming,
lasting from sign-o- n at 4 p. m. on
Friday until sign-of-f Saturday,
October 11, at 12 o'clock midnight.
The all-nig- ht programming Friday
will begin at 11:30 p. m. with "rock"
music, continuing until morning. At
2 o'clock Saturday afternoon,
WCWS-F- M will broadcast, live, the
football game between Wooster
Scotts and Ohio Wesleyan.
The radio station plans to broad-
cast many more Wooster sports
events, live, throughout the year.
This is not a dead-en- d station! Pro-
gramming includes live entertain-
ment, rock music, underground mu-
sic, soul music, interviews (both
scheduled and spontaneous, i.e.,
even featuring YOU as the "man on
the street"), and for next quarter,
the station is planning a breakfast
club show.
This quarter WCWS is featuring
jazz and folk in prime time. The
regular broadcasting schedule is as
follows: Monday through Friday
from4 p. m. until 11:30 p. m.; Satur-
day, 1 p. m. until 1 a. m.; and Sun-
day, 1 p. m. until 11:30 p. m. (some-
times being extended to 1 a. m. for a
program of underground music).
ELECTION
Sunday October 12 is the deadline
for filing petitions for the Student
Government Association Congress
positions. The election will be held
this coming Tuesday, October 14.
The primary role of The Congress
this year will likely be a re-defina-t- ion
and possibly restructuring of it-
self in light of the Campus Council.
ART
Nixon Sees Campus Problems
By BILL SIEVERT
College Press Service
WASHINGTON - (CPS) - In one
of his rare displays of emotion,
President Nixon showed a combina-
tion of determination and fear in his
response to a reporter's question at
his latest news conference about the
plans for massive anti-w- ar protests
this fall.
"I have often said that there's
really very little we can do with re-
gard to running the university and
college campuses of this country.
We have enough problems running
the nation, the national problems.
Now I understand that there has
been and continues to be opposition
to the war in Vietnam on the cam-
puses and also in the nation. As far
as this kind of activity is concerned,
we expect it.
"However," the President said,
"under no circumstances will I be
affected whatsoever by it."
Nixon's determined sentiments
are similar to the position Lyndon
Johnson took during the anti-w- ar
action of 1966 and 1967. Came 1968
and Johnson was affected. Richard
Nixon realizes this and is trying
very hard to minimize the effects of
the anti-w- ar movement as it re-
builds itself this fall.
The build-u- p appears to be mostly
in numbers, rather than in new tac-
tics. The Vietnam Moratorium
Committee is relying on the same
tactics class boycotts, teach-in- s,
rallies' which dominated the anti-
war movement of the Johnson
years. The New Mobilization Com-
mittee ( to End the War in Vietnam)
likewise is still relying on massive
rallies and marches to convince the
government to "bring the troops
home now."
The difference this year is the
support the anti-w- ar movement is
getting from the populace. With the
number increasing rapidly, 500 stu-
dent body presidents and editors
have signed the call for the morator
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ium on classes Oct. 15. Organizers
now expect one million students to
participate.
It will be particularly difficult for
Nixon to ignore the protest if it
comes, as is beginning to seem like-
ly, from as a wide a range of consti-
tuencies as students, university ad-
ministrators, labor unions, some
businessmen , and even some Re-
publican members of Congress.
Senator Charles Goodell, a Re-
publican (NY), and Rep. Allard
Lowenstein (D-N-Y) both have de-
manded that Congress set a time
limit by which all U. S. troops must
be withdrawn. Other members of
Congress are endorsing the propo-
sals, including a caucus of Demo-
crats who will support the Morator-
ium and hope to make Congress un-
able to meet Oct. 15 due to a lack of a
quorum.
Nixon, in. his news conference,
said he thought the proposals were
too pessimistic. He said the well-intention- ed
proponents would force
the U. S. to continue its presence in
Vietnam until the time limit (mid or
late 1970). The proposals, however,
actually set the time limit date as
the maximum length of time the war
can continue; they left ample room
for speedier withdrawal.
Of course, Nixon added, the pro-
posals also would stifle the U. S. in
the Paris Peace Talks which still
"have not made significant prog-
ress."
The President's hopes that his to-
ken withdrawals and draft call re-
ductions would satisfy the growing
numbers who believe the war should
have been stopped long ago (not to
mention the draft) already have
been dashed. The plans for anti-w- ar
action continue to prosper, and the
sincerity of the President's draft re-
ductions continues to be challenged.
In answer to a reporter's question
concerning intentional inflation of
summer draft calls to allow for the
timely reduction in the draft this fall
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just in time to appease student un-
rest, Nixon responded, "I don't con-
sider that charge one of merit."
The figure indicates otherwise,
and the National Council to Repeal
the Draft has leveled the charge:
Not only did summer draft calls this
past summer run from 5,000 to 17,000
higher a month than in 1968, but
draft calls toward the end of this
summer ran several thousand men
higher than at the beginning of the
summer. And these calls came at a
time when evidence was mounting
that North Vietnam was cutting
down its military offensive.
The draft call for July, 1968, was
15,000 men; the call for July, 1969,
was 22,300 men. The call for August
of 1968 was 18,300 men; the call for
August, 1969, was 29,500 men. The
call for September of 1968 was 12,200
men; the call for Septeniber, 1969,
was 29,000 men.
And the call for October, 1968, was
13,800 men compared with a call of
29,000 for this October. This Octo-
ber's call will now be spread over a
three-mon- th period, for a monthly
average call of about 10,000. That
monthly average is only slightly
lower than the monthly call for Sep-
tember, 1968.
In fact, draft calls have increased
70 per cent to this date since Nixon
announced his first Vietnam troop
cutback in June.
But the President appears pleased
with himself. "I think we're on the
right course in Vietnam. We're on a
course that is going to end this war,"
he said in his press conference. "It
will end much sooner if we can have
to an extent, the extent possible in
this free country, a united front be-
hind very reasonable proposals."
There may be a united front grow-
ing in this country, but it is not the
front Nixon wants to see. Fall anti-
war actions already slated are:
1) SDS national anti-w- ar action in
Chicago to coincide with the con-
tinuing trial of the Chicago Eight,
October 8-1- 1. This is the most mili-
tant and unpredictable action plan-
ned.
2) The Vietnam Moratorium,
class or work boycotts and ap-
propriate non-viole- nt protest ac-
tions, October 15, November 14-1-5,
etc. (adding a day each month until
the war is stopped).
3) The New Mobilization Commit,
tee's two-da- y death march from Ar-
lington Cemetery to the Capitol Oc-
tober 13-1- 4.
4) The New Mobilization Commit
Cards
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tee's national march to bring the
troops home now, in Washington, D.
C, November 15. A second march is
planned for San Francisco the same
day.
(Continued From Page 1)
Homecoming 69
the conversation pit. Dean Cropp
will be discussing the new quarter
system and Dr. Calhoun will be
working with the topic of dissent on
the college campus. Dr. Fobes will
discuss the change in status of the
liberal arts education. Changes in
the present administration will be
presented by Mr. Plusquellic, while
Rev. Swartzback will work with the
topic of the black student commun-
ity, and Dr. Raitt will debate the
value of grades in education.
WCWS-F- M at 91.8 plays progres-
sive rock on Tuesday nights from
11:30 to 1 a. m. Students who would
like to hear more prime-tim- e rock
should contact the college radio sta-
tion and give their opinions.
Welcome Back
FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
It is not too early to
make plans for your
Thanksgiving vacation.
Call:
264-650- 5
Gift Wrap
by
Hallmark
The College Bo!: Store
Lovry Center
